Abstract. This paper consists of two parts. In the first part we prove the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing under short sales prohibitions in continuous-time financial models where asset prices are driven by nonnegative locally bounded semimartingales. A key step in this proof is an extension of a well known result of Ansel and Stricker. In the second part we study the hedging problem in these models and connect it to a properly defined property of "maximality" of contingent claims.
Introduction
Massive short selling is a practice that is often observed after the burst of a price bubble and in periods of financial stress. Examples are the U.S. stock price crash in 1929, the NASDAQ price bubble of 1998-2000 and more recently the housing price bubble and the European debt crisis. Since the practice of short selling is alleged to magnify the decline of asset prices, it has been banned and restricted many times during history. As such, short sales bans and restrictions have been However, short sales prohibitions are seen not only after the burst of a price bubble or during times of financial stress. In certain cases, the inability to short sell is inherent to the specific market.
There are over 150 stock markets worldwide, and thus many are in the third world. In most of the third world emerging markets the practice of short selling is not allowed (see [2] ). Additionally in markets such as commodity markets and the housing market primary securities such as mortgages cannot be sold short because they cannot be borrowed. This feature is regarded as a source of inefficiency in the market and motivated the introduction of derivative securities in these markets. We let A be the set of admissible trading strategies.
Hence, by condition (ii), we assume that the initial risky assets' holdings are always equal to 0 and therefore initial endowments are always in numéraire denomination. Condition (iii) above is usually called the admissibility condition and restricts the agents' strategies to those whose value is uniformly bounded from below over time. The only sources of friction in our market come from conditions (iii) and (iv) above. For every admissible strategy H ∈ A we define the optional process
If H 0 denotes the balance in the money market account, then the strategy H = (H 0 , H) is selffinancing with initial value 0.
2.3.
No arbitrage conditions. In [6] and [9] , Delbaen and Schachermayer considered the no arbitrage paradigm known as No Free Lunch with Vanishing Risk (NFLVR) and proved the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing (FTAP) under this framework. Below we will redefine the (NFLVR) condition in our context.
Define the following cones in L 0 (P ), (2) K := {(H · S) T : H ∈ A},
The cone K corresponds to the cone of random variables that can be obtained as payoffs of admissible strategies with zero initial endowment. The cone C is the cone of random variables that are Palmost surely bounded and are dominated from above by an element of K. These sets of random variables are cones and not subspaces of L 0 (P ) due to conditions (iii) and (iv) in Definition 2.1.
We define in our market the following "no arbitrage" type conditions. Definition 2.2. We say that the market satisfies the condition of no arbitrage (NA) if
In order to prove the (FTAP), the condition of (NA) has to be modified. Definition 2.3. We say that the market satisfies the condition of No Free Lunch with Van-
, where the closure above is taken with respect to the ∞ norm on L ∞ (P ).
Remark 2.4. Observe that (NFLVR) does not hold if and only if there exists a sequence ( n H) in A, a sequence of bounded random variables (f n ) and a bounded random variable f measurable with respect to F such that ( n H · S) T ≥ f n for all n, f n converges to f in L ∞ (P ), P (f ≥ 0) = 1 and
In the next section we prove the (FTAP) in our context. This theorem establishes a relationship between the (NFLVR) condition defined above and the existence of a measure, usually known as the risk neutral measure, under which the price processes behave in a particular way.
The Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing
The results presented in this section are a combination of the results obtained by Frittelli in [13] for simple predictable strategies in markets under convex constraints, and the extension of the classical theorem of Delbaen and Schachermayer (see [6] ) to markets with convex cone constraints established by Kabanov in [20] . The characterization of (NFLVR) is in accordance with the (FTAP) as proven in [19] by Jouini and Kallal, who assumed that S t ∈ L 2 (P ) for all times t and considered simple predictable strategies.
3.1. The set of risk neutral measures. We first define our set of risk neutral measures. Definition 3.1. We let M sup (S) be the set of probability measures Q on (Ω, F) such that (i) Q ∼ P and,
We will call the set M sup (S) the set of risk neutral measures or equivalent supermartingale measures (ESMM).
The following proposition plays a crucial role in the analysis below.
To prove this proposition we need the following results.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Q is a probability measure on (Ω, F). Let V be an R N -valued Q-semimartingale such that V i is Q-local supermartingale for i > d, and V i is a Q-local martingale for
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that, under Q, V i is a supermartingale for i > d.
Suppose that for i > d, V i = M i − A i is the Doob-Meyer decomposition of the Q-supermartingale V i , with M i a Q-local martingale and A i a predictable nondecreasing process such that
is the canonical decomposition of the special vector valued semi-martingale V under Q. Since H
and (H · M ) is a Q-local martingale (see Proposition 2 in [16] ). Additionally, since H i ≥ 0 for i > d
we have that (H · A) is a nondecreasing process starting at 0. We conclude then that (H · V ) is a Q-local supermartingale.
The following lemma is a known result of stochastic analysis that we present here for completion.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that H is a bounded predictable process and X ∈ H 1 (Q) is a real-valued martingale. Then H · X is also in H 1 (Q). In particular, H · X is a Q-martingale.
Proof. The argument to prove this result is analogous to the one used in the proof of Emery's inequality (see Theorem V-3 in [26] ) and we do not include its proof in this paper.
The next proposition is a key step in the extension of the (FTAP) to markets with short sales 
Proof. (⇐) It is enough to show that for all n, (H · S) Tn is a Q-local supermartingale. Hence, without loss of generality we can assume that
with Θ ∈ L 1 (Q) a nonpositive random variable. By Proposition 3 in [16] , if we define
there exist a Q-local martingale N and a predictable process of finite variation B such that H ∈ L(N ) ∩ L(B + U ), Y := S − U is a Q-special semi-martingale with bounded jumps and canonical decomposition Y = N +B and H ·N is a Q-local martingale. Let V := B +U and H α := H1 {|H|≤α} for α ≥ 0. We have that Q ∈ M sup (S), N is a Q-local martingale and V = S −N . This implies that V i is a Q-local supermartingale for i > d, and V i is a Q-local martingale for i ≤ d. We can further assume by localization that N i ∈ H 1 (Q) for all i ≤ N and that V has canonical decomposition V = M − A, where M i in H 1 (Q) and A i ≥ 0 is Q-integrable, predictable and nondecreasing for all i ≤ N (see Theorem IV-51 in [26] ). By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, these assumptions imply that for all α ≥ 0, H α ·N and H α ·M are Q-martingales and H α ·V is a Q-supermartingale. In particular for all
. After these observations, by following the same argument as the one given in the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [1], we find a sequence of stopping times (τ p ) p≥0 increasing to ∞ such that
and, for all α ≥ 0, |(H α · V ) τp | ≤ 4p + |H · V | τp . An application of the dominated convergence theorem yields that (H · V ) τp is a Q-supermartingale for all p ≥ 0. Since H · S = H · N + H · V and (H · N ) is a Q-local martingale, we conclude that (H · S) is a Q-local supermartingale.
(⇒) The Q-local supermartingale H · S is special. By Proposition 2 in [16] , if S = M − A is the canonical decomposition of S with respect to Q, where M i is a Q-local martingale, A 0 = 0 and A i is an nondecreasing, predictable and Q-locally integrable process for all i ≤ N , then
and H · A is nondecreasing, predictable and Q-locally integrable. By Proposition 3.3 in [1] we can find a sequence of stopping times (T n ) n≥0 that increases to ∞ and a sequence of nonpositive
We can further assume without loss of generality that (H · A) Tn ∈ L 1 (Q) for all n. By taking
Lemma 3.6. Let Q ∈ M sup (S) and H ∈ A (see Definitions 2.1 and 3.1).
By Proposition 3.5 we conclude that (H · S) is a Q-local supermartingale bounded from below. By Fatou's lemma we obtain that (H · S) is a Q-supermartingale as we wanted to prove. We are now ready to prove the main proposition of this section. The arguments below essentially correspond to those presented in [6] , [20] and [22] . We include them here for completeness.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. By Lemma 3.6
Now suppose that Q is a probability measure equivalent to P such that
Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Since S i is locally bounded, there exists a sequence of stopping times (σ n )
increasing to ∞ such that S i ·∧σn is bounded. Let 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T , A ∈ F s and n ≥ 0 be arbitrary. Consider the process H i (r, ω) = 1 A (ω)1 (s∧σn,t∧σn] (r). Let H j ≡ 0 for j = i. We have that
This implies that S i ·∧σn is a Q-supermartingale for all n and S i is a Q-local supermartingale. Since S i is nonnegative, by Fatou's lemma we conclude that S i is a Q-supermartingale.
we can apply the same argument to the process
and the proposition follows.
We have seen in the proof of this proposition that the following equality holds.
Remark 3.9. In [22] the set of measures on the right side of equation (4) is also referred to as the set of equivalent supermartingale measures. We have proven in Lemma 3.6, that under short sales prohibition and in order to ensure that all the value processes of admissible trading strategies are supermartingales, it is enough to ensure that the prices of the assets that cannot be sold short are supermartingales and the prices of assets that can be admissibly sold short are local martingales. In other words, when we talk about equivalent supermartingale measures, we understand that the underlying price processes, not the value processes, are either supermartingales or local martingales, depending on the restriction of the market.
3.2.
The main theorem.
In order to prove this theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. {(H · S) : H ∈ A, (H · S) ≥ −1} is a closed subset of the space of vector valued P -semi-martingales on [0, T ] with the semi-martingale topology given by the quasinorm
H predictable and |H| ≤ 1}.
follows from the considerations made in [5] .
Remark 3.12. Notice that for this result to hold, it is important to work with short sales constraints as explained in Definition 2.1. In order to consider general convex cone constraints an alternative approach is to consider constrained portfolios modulus those strategies with zero value. This is the approach taken in [22] . In our particular case, and as it is pointed out in [5] , we have the advantage of considering portfolio constraints defined pointwise for (ω, t) in Ω × [0, T ]. Given a particular strategy, it is easier to verify admissibility when pointwise restrictions are considered.
Proof of Theorem 3.10. If K 1 and K 2 are nonnegative bounded predictable processes, K 1 K 2 = 0,
associativity of the stochastic integral implies that X ∈ {(H · S) : H ∈ A, (H · S) ≥ −1}. This fact, Proposition 3.2, Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 1.2 in [20] imply that (NFLVR) is equivalent to existence of a measure Q ∈ M sup (S).
Remark 3.13. By using the results obtained by Kabanov in [20] , Karatzas and Kardaras in [22] proved that the condition of (N F LV R), with predictable convex portfolio restrictions, is equivalent to the existence of a measure under which the value processes of admissible strategies are supermartingales. As mentioned above, they considered convex portfolio constraints modulus strategies with zero value. We have shown that in the special case of short sales prohibition one can consider pointwise portfolio restrictions. More importantly, we have shown that in the case of short sales prohibition, the set of measures under which the values of admissible portfolios are supermartingales is precisely the set of measures under which the prices of the assets that cannot be sold short are supermartingales and the prices of assets that can be admissibly sold short are local martingales.
This provides a more precise characterization of the set of risk neutral measures under short sales prohibition. Given a particular model, this characterization simplifies the process of verifying that the model is consistent with the condition of (NFLVR). [25] and Napp in [24] , can be extended to a more general model, similar to the one used by Delbaen and Schachermayer in [6] . It is also clear from this characterization that the prices of the risky assets that cannot be sold short could be above their risk-neutral expectations at maturity time, because the condition of (NFLVR) only guarantees the existence of an equivalent supermartingale measure for those prices.
The Hedging Problem and Maximal Claims
In this section we seek to understand the scope of the effects of short sales prohibition on the hedging problem of arbitrary contingent claims. We study in general semi-martingale financial markets with short sales prohibitions the space of contingent claims that can be super-replicated and perfectly replicated. The duality type results presented in this section are robust because they characterize the claims that can be perfectly replicated or super-replicated in markets with prohibition on short-selling without relying on particular assumptions on the dynamics of the asset prices, other than the semimartingale property. By using the results of Föllmer and Kramkov in [11] we extend the classic results of Ansel and Stricker in [1] . The results presented also extend those in Chapter 5 of [23] and Chapter 9 of [12] to general semi-martingale financial markets.
Additionally, we establish, in our context, a connection to the concept of maximal claims as it was first introduced by Delbaen and Schachermayer in [6] and [7] . The (FTAP) (Theorem 3.10) can be generalized to the case of special convex cone portfolio constraints (see Theorem 4.4 in [22] ), and some of the results presented in this section could be extended to this framework. In our study, we specialize to short sales prohibition because in this case the examples are simplified by the fact that the set of risk neutral measures is characterized by the behavior of the underlying price processes, rather than the behavior of the value processes of the trading strategies (see Remarks 3.9 and 3.13). Additionally, in this case, the portfolio restrictions can be considered pointwise in Ω × [0, T ] (see Remarks 3.12 and 3.13). A related study on the implications of short sales prohibitions on hedging strategies involving futures contracts can be found in [18] . We will use the same notation as described in Section 2. We will denote by M loc (S) the set of measures equivalent to P under which the components of S are local martingales.
The Hedging Problem. This section shows how the results obtained by Föllmer and Kramkov
in [11] extend the usual characterization of attainable claims and claims that can be super-replicated to markets with short sales prohibition. These results extend those presented in Chapter 5 of [23] and Chapter 9 of [12] to general semi-martingale financial models. We will assume that the condition of (NFLVR) (see Theorem 3.10) holds. Recent works (see for instance [14] and [27] ) have
shown that in order to find suitable trading strategies the condition of (NFLVR) can be weakened and the hedging problem can be studied in markets that admit certain types of arbitrage. 
In this case, x = sup Q∈Msup(S) E Q [f ] is the minimum amount of initial capital for which there exist H ∈ A and C ≥ 0 an adapted and nondecreasing càdlàg process with C 0 = 0 such that (6) holds.
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 3.8, Example 2.2, Example 4.1 and Proposition 4.1 in
Before we give an analogous result regarding perfect replication of contingent claims, we present some examples of contingent claims that cannot be super-replicated under short sales prohibition.
Example 4.2 (Black-Scholes model). Suppose that under P , S is a Geometric Brownian motion
with drift µ and volatility σ, i.e. assume that dS t = S t (µ dt + σ dB t ) where B is a P -Brownian motion. Let F be the minimal filtration generated by B that satisfies the usual hypotheses. We know in this case that S is a P * -martingale where P * is defined by
If γ ≥ µ σ is constant and Q is defined by
then S is a Q-supermartingale (this is a consequence of Girsanov's theorem, Theorem III-39 in [26] ). In this case if we define f :=
This implies that sup Q∈Msup(S) E Q [f ] = ∞ and f cannot be super-replicated if S cannot be sold short. In particular, f cannot be perfectly replicated. However, since the unconstrained market is complete under P * , this claim could be replicated by allowing short selling of the risky asset.
We can generalize the previous example to a more general case.
Example 4.3. This example illustrates how, under certain market hypotheses, it is possible to explicitly exhibit a payoff that cannot be super-replicated without short selling. Suppose that S is of the form S = E(R). Suppose that R is a continuous P -martingale such that R 0 = 0 and [R, R] T is constant and strictly positive. Let f = exp(−R T ). We have, by Novikov's criterion (see Theorem III-45 in [26] ) that for every α > 0,
as α goes to infinity. Hence sup Q∈Msup(S) E Q [f ] = ∞ and Theorem 4.1 implies that f cannot be super-replicated without selling S short. However, if we assume that the market where S can be sold short is complete under P , then in the market where S can be sold short f can be replicated because it belongs to L 1 (P ). Indeed, by equation (7) we have that (i) f = x + (H · S) T with x constant and H ∈ A such that (H · S) is an R * -martingale for some R * ∈ M sup (S).
(ii) There exists R * ∈ M sup (S) such that conclude that
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows from the fact that (H · S) is a
Then, C ≡ 0 R * -almost surely and (H · S) is an R * -martingale. (9) is usually used to define the selling price of the claim f at time t. It represents the minimum cost of super-replication of the claim f at time t (see Proposition 4.1 in [11] ).
The following proposition gives a particular example of a payoff in markets with continuous price processes which cannot be attained with "martingale strategies".
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that the market consists of a single risky asset with continuous price process S. Assume further that S is a P -local martingale which is not constant P -almost surely.
Then, f = 1 {S T ≤S 0 } does not belong to the space
Proof. For each n ∈ N, let (T n,m ) m be a localizing sequence for E(−n(S t − S 0 )).
Define Q n,m ∈ M sup (S) by dQ n,m dP = E(−n(S T ∧Tn,m − S 0 )).
We have that
Since the expression under the last expectation is dominated by exp(nS 0 ) ∈ R, the Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that for fixed n
Applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem once again we obtain that
This allows us to conclude that sup Q∈P(S)
However, since f is not P -almost surely constant, this supremum is never attained. The result follows from Theorem 4.4.
Remark 4.6. Moreover, we have proven that in non-trivial markets with continuous price processes, the minimum super-replicating cost of a digital option of the form 1 {S T ≤S 0 } is 1 (See Theorem 4.1). We will give other examples of claims that cannot be perfectly replicated with martingale strategies at the end of this section.
We now proceed to give an alternative characterization of the random variables in G, with G as in (10), by extending the concept of maximal claims introduced by Delbaen and Schachermayer in [6] and [7] .
4.2. Maximal Claims. By using the extension of the (FTAP) presented in Section 3, this section generalizes the ideas presented in [7] to markets with short sales prohibition. For simplicity, we assume below that S, the price process of the underlying asset, is one-dimensional. The results can be easily extended to the multi-dimensional case. Recall the definitions of No Arbitrage (NA) and No Free Lunch with Vanishing Risk (NFLVR) given in Section 2.
The main theorem.
Definition 4.7. Let B ⊂ L 0 (P ). We say that an element f is maximal in B if
(ii) f ≤ g P -almost surely and g ∈ B imply that f = g P -almost surely.
The following is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.8. Let f ∈ L 0 (P ) be a random variable bounded from below. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) the market where S 1 = (H · S) and S 2 = S trade with short selling prohibition on S 2 satisfies (NFLVR) and,
where B is the set of random variables of the form
where
If we further assume that f is bounded and M loc (S) = ∅, the above statements are equivalent to
Remark 4.9. It is important to point out that we can take the same measure R * in (ii) and (iii), and the same strategy H in (i) and (iii).
Before establishing some lemmas necessary to prove this theorem we make some additional remarks. This theorem uses the alternative assumption that
is Q-uniformly integrable for all Q ∈ M sup (S). This hypothesis also implies that (H · S) is a Q-martingale for Q ∈ M loc (S).
Remark 4.11. Condition (11) resembles the definition of workable contingent claims studied in [8] .
is an R * -martingale for some R * ∈ M sup (S) and 1 {H=0} ·S is indistinguishable from 0 then R * ∈ M loc (S) = ∅. Indeed, observe that if we call M = (H · S),
is an R * -local martingale. Theorem 13 in [7] implies that the claim f is also maximal in K with no short selling prohibition on S. Additionally, also by Theorem 13 in [7] , this theorem shows that when M loc (S) = ∅, all bounded maximal claims in B are maximal in K with no short selling prohibition on S.
The proof of Theorem 4.8 that we present below mimics the argument presented in [7] . In this generalization, the (FTAP) under short sales prohibition (Theorem 3.10) and the results presented by Kabanov in [20] are fundamental.
Some lemmas.
We first recall the following definition.
The following lemmas will be used.
Lemma 4.14. The condition of (NFLVR) holds if and only if (NA) holds and the set
is bounded in L 0 (P ).
Proof. This corresponds to Lemma 2.2 in [20] . As already noticed before in the proof of Theorem 3.10, the results in [20] can be applied to our case, because the convex portfolio constraints satisfy the desired hypotheses.
Lemma 4.15. The condition of (NFLVR) holds if and only if (NA) holds and there exists a strictly positive P -local martingale L = (L t ) 0≤t≤T such that L 0 = 1 and P ∈ M sup (LS).
Proof. The same proof of Theorem 11.2.9 in [7] can be applied to our context. We now state from our framework a result that is analogous to Theorem 11.4.2 in [7] . This theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions under which the condition of (NA) holds after a change of numéraire. We will need the following lemma, that proves that the self-financing condition (see (1)) is independent of the choice of numéraire (see also [17] ). (i) H ∈ L(M ) and
and
The integration by parts formula implies that
Since d[W, V ] = Hd[M, V ] regrouping terms and using integration by parts once more we obtain
We have that V M = N , and hence
as we wanted to show. 
we have thatH ·M =HM − 1. By Lemma 4.16 we have that
But observe thatHÑ
and,H
(⇒) Conversely, suppose that V T − V 0 is not maximal in D. With the notation used above, let 
Therefore,
is an arbitrage strategy in the market with multi-dimensional price process Proof of Theorem 4.8. Theorem 4.4 proves the equivalence between (ii) and (iii). We will prove now that (iii) implies (i). The (FTAP) (Theorem 3.10) shows that (NFLVR) holds for the market consisting of S and (H · S) with short selling prohibition on S. Now assume that f ≤ ((
for some α, β > 0 and (
by Lemma 3.6 (extended to the case when the integrand is not identically 0 at time 0) we conclude
is an R * -supermartingale, which in turn implies that (( dQ, we observe that R * ∈ M sup (S) and V is an R * -martingale. This implies that (H · S) is an R * -martingale as well.
Finally to prove that (iii) implies (iv) we observe that if R ∈ M loc (S) and (τ n ) is an R-localizing
is a dominated sequence of random variables with zero R-expectation. By the dominated convergence theorem we conclude that E R [f ] = 0, and (H · S) is an R-martingale (it is an Rsupermartingale with constant expectation).
Final remarks.
Remark 4.19. Condition (i) in Theorem 4.8 can be interpreted as follows. The market where S 1 and S 2 trade with short sales prohibition on S 2 satisfies the no arbitrage paradigm of (NFLVR). In this market the strategy of buying and holding S 1 cannot be dominated by any strategy with initial holdings of one share of S 1 and none of S 2 that does not sell S 2 short.
The following observation is important. It shows that the elements f ∈ L 0 (P ) that satisfy any of the conditions of Theorem 4.8 are maximal in K.
Proposition 4.20. If (i), (ii) or (iii) in Theorem 4.8 holds, then f is maximal in K.
This implies that f = (K · S) T P -almost surely and f is maximal in K.
Regarding condition (iv) in Theorem 4.8, we recall the following result that gives us alternative conditions under which the value process of the replicating strategy is a martingale. Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the BDG Inequalities (Theorem IV-48 in [26] ) and Theorem I-51 in [26] .
Note that in general, the conclusion of (iv) of Theorem 4.8 does not hold. An example of such a market can be found in [10] . Theorem 4.8 is useful to argue why certain types of contingent claims in certain financial models cannot be replicated by using a strategy that is maximal in the sense of (i) of Theorem 4.8 above. 
If we further assume that g is bounded, then by Theorem 4.8 (condition (iv)) we conclude that g(S T ) does not belong to G as in (10) . The function g(x) = (K − x) + satisfies the above mentioned conditions. Hence under these assumptions, the put option's payoff does not belong to G. , it is proven that for diffusion models with constant coefficients and stochastic volatility models with additional properties, respectively, the minimum super-replication price of an European put option sup Q∈Msup(S) E Q [(K − S T ) + ] is equal to K. In particular if P (S T = 0) > 0, then this supremum is never attained and (K − S T ) + is not in G as defined by (10) .
In this section we have studied the space of contingent claims that can be super-replicated and perfectly replicated with martingale strategies in a market with short sales prohibition. We extended results found in [1] , [23] and [12] to the short sales prohibition case. We additionally have extended the results in [7] to our framework and modified the concept of maximality accordingly (see Theorem 4.8) . Additionally, we presented explicit payoffs in general markets that cannot be replicated with out selling the spot price process short.
Open questions
It is still unclear whether (NFLVR) for a market without short sales prohibition, implies that all claims that are maximal in the sense of (i) in Theorem 4.8 are maximal in 
for some R * ∈ M sup (S), imply that there exists P * ∈ M loc (S) such that E P * [f ] = E R * [f ]. Also, it would be interesting to obtain a characterization of the set of claims that are maximal in K (as in (12)) and explore whether maximality in K implies maximality inK.
